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Today an ever increasing number of satellites are being launched into Low Earth Orbits (LEO), often
performing important data gathering missions such as Earth Observation. Because these satellites
are continuously moving, it is difficult to maintain constant connection between the satellites and the
Earth. Typically this means that the satellites are not able to continuously download data back to Earth,
resulting in a drastically reduced amount of data delivered by the mission, and the data is also non-realtime.
SpaceLink is Australia’s largest commercial
satellite program, delivering 100Gbps of
secure, resilient, low latency connectivity
using RF and optical technology
yy Its network is optimised for high value
customer requirements, supporting users in
Low Earth Orbit (LEO), on the ground, and at
sea.
yy Traffic passes from client terminals, via the
relay satellites in Medium Earth Orbit (MEO),
to terrestrial Gateways. Traffic does not pass
through foreign Gateways but is delivered
directly to a secure in-country Gateway.

Satellite Operations Center

yy The SpaceLink system supports existing,
planned and emerging missions in scientific,
commercial and secure environments.
yy Commercial operations commence in 2024.

CONOPS

Concept of Operations,
designed to support the
needs of diverse user
groups including scientific,
government, and space
commerce. Designed from
inception with security and
resilience as the highest
priority

RELAY
SATELLITES

22GHz of global first
priority radio spectrum
rights in Ka, Q and V bands,
plus proprietary EOS
optical communications
technology delivering in
excess of 100Gbps

SPECTRUM

Radios customers use on
their satellites or ground
terminals to connect to the
network

Constellations of three
high-specification
communications satellites
deployed in MEO orbit
provide continuous earth
coverage

CLIENT
TERMINALS
Secure and redundant
network management
and operations centers in
Australia and the United
States

High availability ground
terminals, located in the
U.S., Australia, Middle East
and Europe enable traffic
to be landed in secure
locations per customer
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NETWORK
CONTROL

